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ABSTRACT

Author: Marschand, James R. MSABE
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Modeling, Simulation, and Design of a Radial Piston Digital Displacement Unit
Major Professor: Dr. John Lumkes
State of the art variable displacement pumps experience a reduction in efficiency when
operating at low displacements. Digital pumps using high speed on/off valves to control fluid
entering and leaving the displacement chamber can increase efficiency by eliminating the leakage
and friction associated with the port plate and swash plate. Because the displacement chamber is
only pressurized during a portion of the piston stroke, leakages scale with displacement which
increases efficiency of these units. The largest increase in efficiency comes at low displacements
creating a more efficient pump across the entire operating range. Partial displacement can be
achieved using four different operating strategies: partial flow-diverting, partial flow-limiting,
sequential flow-diverting and sequential flow-limiting. This work investigates the modeling,
simulation, and design of a digital radial piston unit that utilizes the partial flow-diverting operating
strategy. In previous work, a digital inline piston pump prototype was created to prove the
capability of the operating strategies and expected performance. This prototype was modeled and
simulation and results were compared to experimental results in order to validate the modeling
techniques. The same modeling techniques were applied to model a radial piston pump. Before
creating the physics based model for a radial piston pump, a design concept was developed to
utilize the most likely implementation. The parameters of this model that directly influence pump
performance were investigated and the optimal parameter settings were determined to maximize
possible efficiency. The simulation results show a potential maximum efficiency of 92.8% and an
efficiency curve that remains above 80% efficient when operating as low as 30% displacement.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Power is frequently transmitted by means of mechanical, electrical, or fluid power
technologies. Each method has significant advantages and is best suited for certain applications.
Mechanical power is transmitted by using devices such as gears, chains, and belts. These devices
can be used to change the speed and torque of rotational motion and similar devices can convert it
to linear motion. Electrical power uses generators and electric motors to transmit power. The
electrical power can be controlled to vary speed and torque, but typically mechanical components
must be used to convert this rotational motion to linear motion. Fluid power transmission offers
benefits that are unique compared to electrical and mechanical. The power density of fluid power
machines is much higher than electric, and there is less risk of shock and fire. There is the potential
for less moving parts compared to mechanical, and transmitting power over long distances is much
more flexible. Fluid power transmits power using pumps, motors, cylinders, and hoses. Fluid is
compressed by pumps and pushed through hoses to create linear motion with cylinders and
rotational motion with motors (NFPA, 2018). Hydraulics is a portion of fluid power that uses a
liquid as the working fluid, in comparison to pneumatics that uses air. The fluid used for hydraulics
is typically mineral oil based hydraulic fluid.
Pumps use rotational motion to energize fluid and are therefore found in most fluid power
systems. Pumps can be classified as either hydrodynamic or positive displacement as seen in
Figure 1-1. The most common type of hydrodynamic pump is a centrifugal pump which uses
rotating impellers to create a pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the pump.
Hydrodynamic pumps are generally designed for high flow and low pressure applications. Because
of this they are not used for fluid power applications as low output pressure correlates to a low
force output. Positive displacement pumps provide a set amount of flow for every shaft rotation.
This amount can be stationary with fixed displacement pumps or adjustable with variable
displacement pumps. Positive displacement pumps can be further classified as either reciprocating
or rotary. Reciprocating pumps include piston and diaphragm pumps and are distinguished by a
cyclic linear motion. Gear, lobe, and vane pumps are included within the rotary pumps category.
Rotary pumps are categorized by a constant rotational motion rather than cyclic linear motion.
Piston pumps are the most efficient type of pumps currently available on the market.
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Figure 1-1: Pump classification chart (adapted from All Pumps, 2016)
Implementing digital hydraulics is one method of improving pump efficiency. Digital
hydraulics systems are systems that are comprised of components that have a discrete number of
states. State of the art pumps can operate around 90-95% efficient at peak operating conditions,
but efficiency can drop to as far as 30% when the pump displacement is lowered (Sauer-Danfoss,
2015). Digital hydraulics operating strategies have been developed to minimize the drop in
efficiency when lowering operating displacement, which greatly improves overall pump
performance. The operating strategies control the amount of fluid entering and leaving the inlet
and outlet of the pumping chamber for each piston. By placing a high speed on/off valve at each
inlet and outlet port, the flow can be directed through either port as desired allowing for variable
displacement operation. A prototype inline three piston pump was built and tested by Helmus
(2017) using mechanical valve actuation. The mechanical actuation provided consistent and
repeatable valve movement and provided a proof of concept for the operating strategies
investigated. After demonstrating the operating strategies could successfully improve pump
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efficiency over a range of displacement, a model was developed to represent the prototype pump.
A radial pump concept was designed to show how this technology could be implemented in a
radial orientation. The same modeling techniques were applied to create a model for the radial
piston pump. Simulations were run using this model to find optimal parameters to maximize
possible pump efficiency.
1.1. Motivation
A 2012 U.S. Department of Energy study reported that fluid power systems account for up
to 5% of all energy transferred in the United States. The same study stated that between 310 and
380 million metric tons of CO2 were produced by fluid power systems (Love, 2012). During the
time of this study, the average fluid power system efficiency was 22%. If this average efficiency
was increased by just 5%, it would produce savings of up to $8 billion and 90 million tons of CO2
each year (Breidi, 2017). The possible energy savings and emissions reduction is overpowering
motivation that drives the need for improving fluid power system efficiency.
Pumps are found in almost all fluid power systems and significantly influence system
efficiency. More efficient systems are being developed, and it is important that better pumps are
available to support these advanced configurations (Ivantysynova, 2008). Fluid power systems are
used heavily in industrial settings as well as for mobile equipment. The use of fluid power in these
areas is expected to grow as a way to minimize emissions and energy consumption. For this reason,
the global hydraulics pump market is expected to grow over the next five to ten years. In 2016, the
market size was estimated to be $7.9 billion (Hexa Research, 2017). It is expected to reach $11.4
billion by 2024 with the industrial sector boasting a compound annual growth rate of 5.4% (Report
Buyer, 2017). Figure 1-2 shows the predicted global hydraulic pump market revenue by
application.
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Figure 1-2: Predicted global hydraulic pump market revenue, by application (Hexa
Research, 2017)
Piston pumps specifically are expected to be the fastest growing pump type in the market.
Piston pumps offer high efficiency, high pressure capabilities, and reliability in comparison to
other pumps. This segment is expected to grow in part because piston pumps are being used as oil
recovery pumps in oil fields around the globe. The competition in the hydraulic pump market is
expected to become more intense with technological advancement. The main competitors is this
market are Bosch Rexroth, Eaton, Daikin, Kawasaki, and Parker Hannifin (Hexa Research, 2017).
1.2. Research Objectives
The goal of this research was to design, model, and simulate a digital radial piston positive
displacement pump. Building upon the work of Helmus (2017) and the successful testing of a
digital inline piston pump which actuated valves mechanically, the following objectives were
identified:

Objective 1: Develop a model for the existing inline piston prototype to validate modeling
techniques;
Objective 2: Design a digital radial piston pump concept and model this unit using the already
established modeling techniques; and
Objective 3: Collect simulation results for the radial piston unit to determine the maximum
possible efficiency and the feasibility of creating a radial piston prototype.
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1.3. Organization
This section outlines the remaining chapters of this document.


Chapter two summarizes the background of conventional piston pumps, digital hydraulics,
state of the art units, and explains the operating strategies that make digitally varied
displacement possible. Also included in this chapter are the benefits of the modeling
software considered.



Chapter three explains the operation of the mechanically actuated valve prototype and
describes the benefits of mechanical valve actuation.



Chapter four introduces the model created for the inline piston pump and the simulations
used to validate modeling techniques.



Chapter five outlines the design considerations for a radial piston pump and presents
concepts for a digital radial piston pump.



Chapter six includes the simulation results for the radial piston model. Different
simulations were run to determine the maximum possible efficiency curve for this type of
unit.



Chapter seven presents the conclusions reached and recommended future work that can
build upon the research presented in this thesis.
1.4. Primary Contributions

The primary contributions of this thesis are as follows.


The development of a physics based model for the existing inline piston pump to validate
modeling techniques



A designed and drafted concept for the next generation radial piston pump



The development of a physics based model for a digital radial piston pump to use to
determine optimal parameters for operation
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CHAPTER 2.

BACKGROUND

The objective of this project, including the work leading up to the contributions shown in
this thesis, was to develop a pump that is capable of improving efficiency across a range of
operating conditions. State of the art pumps can operate very efficiently at optimal operating
conditions but will have significant losses in efficiency when operating conditions are changed.
Digital hydraulics is one area that is capable of making improvements to pump efficiency. Within
this area, there have already been attempts to create a pump capable of higher efficiency across a
range of operating conditions. These units use predefined operating strategies to vary
displacement. The operating strategies of interest for this research are Partial Flow Diverting,
Partial Flow Limiting, Sequential Flow Diverting, and Sequential Flow Limiting.
After understanding the current units available and the operating strategies that make these
units function, potential modeling software options for further investigation were explored. The
modeling software packages considered were required to be able to produce accurate results with
minimal computing time and allow for simple parameter case comparisons.
2.1. Current State of the Art Units
With efficiency being the most important indication of quality, piston pumps are the state
of the art units currently available on the market. Piston pumps are typically used for high pressure
applications and can be found in mobile machinery or industrial equipment. The category of piston
pumps can be broken down further by the arrangement of the pistons. Piston orientation can
classify the pump as either radial, inline, or axial.
2.1.1. Radial Piston Pumps
Radial piston pumps have multiple pistons arranged around a center point in a circular
pattern. Check valves are often used at the inlet and outlet of each displacement chamber. Each
inlet and each outlet are typically connected through internal porting. Because of this, there is only
one inlet and one outlet port visible from the exterior of the pump. The pistons can be arranged
with either internal or external piston support. Internal piston support units compress fluid towards
the outside of the pump with the piston bottoms pointed towards the center. These pumps have a
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stationary cylinder body with a rotating cam or crankshaft in the center that is responsible for
moving the pistons. These units are typically fixed displacement.

Figure 2-1: Internal radial piston pump (Ivantysynova, 2004)
The external piston support units compress fluid towards the center of the pump with the
piston bottoms facing the exterior. The pistons ride on a stroke ring around the outside edge of the
pump. The cylinder body of these pumps rotates around a point that is offset from the center to
move the pistons. The stroke, and therefore displacement, of the pistons can be adjusted by moving
the center point of the cylinder body closer to the center of the stroke ring.

Figure 2-2: Diagram of external radial piston pump (Ivantysynova, 2004)
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These units usually have between 3 to 7 pistons in the radial orientation, but larger
configurations can have multiple layers of pistons to double or triple that number. They are often
modular in nature and scaled up in size for larger displacements.
2.1.2. Inline Piston Pumps
Inline piston pumps have pistons that are aligned parallel and in a straight row. The
orientation of the pistons is similar to those in an inline piston combustion engine. The pistons
within these units are driven by a slider-crank mechanism. A benefit of the slider-crank is that
there is no side loading on the pistons that is seen in the other types of piston pumps. This is
because the piston motion is solely linear. The number of pistons typically ranges from 3 to 6. In
this orientation, the number of pistons has a large effect on force balancing and vibration damping.
Check valves are also typically used for these units at the inlet and outlet of each piston
displacement chamber. The units available on the market are all fixed displacement, and because
of this there are many applications for which inline piston pumps are unsuitable.

Figure 2-3: Side view of a CAT model 1861 inline piston pump (CAT Pumps, 2017)

2.1.3. Axial Piston Pumps
The orientation of axial piston pumps is similar to inline pumps where the piston heads are
parallel, but instead of being positioned in a straight line, they are arranged in a circle. Axial piston
pumps can be broken down even further into wobble plate, swash plate, and bent axis units.
Wobble plate units are the simplest type of axial piston pump. Within these units, there is
a rotating angled plate that controls the stroke of the pistons. The angle of this plate cannot be
adjusted making this a fixed displacement pump. The angled plate is the only rotating part of this
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type of pump which is what makes it the simplest type of axial piston pump. Each piston will often
have a check valve for the inlet and outlet of each piston chamber.
Swash plate units are a variable displacement version of wobble plate units. Instead of a
rotating angled plate, the cylinder block rotates. The angled plate in these units is referred to as a
swash plate. The swash plate does not rotate, but in most units the angle of the plate can be
adjusted. This adjustment defines the stroke of the piston and therefore the displacement. The fluid
is controlled with a radial valve, sometimes called a port plate. The port plate allows fluid to enter
the piston displacement chamber while it is extending and blocks fluid from leaving until it has
been pressurized. The angle of the swash plate can be controlled with multiple different methods
and typically features a closed loop control system. There is a constant volumetric loss for
lubricating the multiple moving parts, including the swash plate and port plate, regardless of the
volumetric displacement.
Bent axis units are also similar to swash plate units specifically because of the piston
orientation and the use of a valve plate. A diagram of a typical bent axis unit is shown below in
Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4: Bent axis unit diagram obtained from Direct Industry
Instead of having pistons parallel to the driving shaft, they are arranged at an angle and
fixed at one end. This angle replaces the function of the swash or wobble plate by changing the
volume inside of each cylinder as the cylinder block rotates. These units are widely accepted as
the most efficient pumps available on the market. The efficiency map of the Rexroth AV6M250
bent axis unit is shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Rexroth AV6M250 bent axis unit efficiency maps (Rampen, 2006)
It is noticeable that as displacement is lowered, maximum possible efficiency suffers. Not
only does the maximum efficiency drop, but also the range of conditions that make it possible to
reach this efficiency. Although these units have the highest efficiency, it does not come without
disadvantages. In order to allow for variable displacement in these units, the complexity and
typically cost is greatly increased. Further, these units do not have an output shaft making it
impossible to stack multiple pumps.
2.2. Digital Hydraulics
Digital hydraulics is a field of fluid power that can be used to improve efficiency at the
component or system level. Linjama (2011) stated that a digital hydraulic system is any “hydraulic
and pneumatic system(s) having discrete valued component(s) actively controlling system output.”
Digital hydraulics does not imply that digital electronics are used for control of analog
components, but instead that hydraulic components with fixed states are used. In 2003, Linjama
defined a hydraulic system to only be considered digital if all control valves used were on/off type
valves. There have been many attempts to apply these principles to pumps and motors to improve
overall efficiency.
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2.2.1. Operating Strategies
There are multiple methods of controlling a unit’s displacement when using high speed
on/off valves at each pumping chamber. The four methods referenced within this investigation are
Partial Flow Diverting (PFD), Partial Flow Limiting (PFL), Sequential Flow Diverting (SFD), and
Sequential Flow Limiting (SFL). Each strategy varies displacement by controlling when each
displacement chamber is connected to the inlet and outlet by changing the state of on/off valves.
The piston stroke and total displacement volume does not change. The operating strategies can be
categorized by either partial displacement or sequential displacement. Partial displacement
regulates the volumetric displacement for each piston separately with the same volume displaced
for each shaft rotation. The sequential displacement operating strategies vary displacement by
pumping with certain pistons at a time. For example, only two active pistons in a five piston pump
operating would achieve 20% displacement. The cycle described in each operating strategy below
starts with the piston at top dead center (TDC) moving towards bottom dead center (BDC).
2.2.1.1.

Partial Flow Diverting

At the start of the cycle for PFD operation, the inlet valve is open, and the outlet valve is
closed. The states of PFD over the course of one shaft rotation are shown in Figure 2-6. The piston
moves toward BDC and the piston pumping chamber fills with fluid.

Figure 2-6: Partial flow diverting operating strategy
When it reaches BDC, the piston begins its return without either valves changing state. As
it is moving back towards TDC, fluid is pushed back out of the inlet valve. When the volume of
the piston pumping chamber reaches the desired displacement volume, the inlet valve is closed.
After the fluid is pressurized, the outlet valve opens to allow fluid to be pumped through the high-
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pressure port. When the fluid has been pumped from the chamber and the piston has returned to
TDC, the outlet valve closes, and the inlet valve opens to end the cycle.
2.2.1.2.

Partial Flow Limiting

The flow limiting technique was first introduced by Nieling et al. (2005) as a concept for a
virtually variable pump/motor. The states of the partial flow limiting strategy are shown in Figure
2-7.

Figure 2-7: Partial flow limiting operating strategy
PFL also starts with the inlet valve open and the outlet valve closed. The piston moves
towards BDC filling the pumping chamber. When the desired displacement is reached, the inlet
valve closes. The piston then completes the rest of its stroke without allowing any fluid to enter or
leave the chamber causing displacement chamber voiding. Nieling refers to this voiding as
controlled cavitation and states that it is not destructive because “any bubbles induced by the
closure of [the outlet valve] should have been eliminated by dissolving into the liquid during a
relatively slow rise in pressure before they are subjected to a rapid pressure increase.” Holland
(2012) performed a qualitative investigation to back this claim with results that indicate that
displacement chamber voiding is unlikely to lead to damaging conditions. The piston then begins
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the compression stroke until the fluid is pressurized. The outlet valve opens and remains open until
the piston reaches TDC. At this point the inlet valve opens and the outlet valve closes.
2.2.1.3.

Sequential Flow Diverting

In SFD, pistons are either active or inactive during an entire stroke cycle (TDC-BDC-TDC)
or one full input shaft rotation. This is shown in Figure 2-8. The active pistons operate at full
displacement.

Figure 2-8: Sequential flow diverting operating strategy
A specific number of pistons associated with the desired displacement are set as active in
order to vary displacement. For example, in order to achieve 10% displacement, only one piston
on a five piston pump is active for every cycle. To achieve 5% displacement, only one piston is
active for every other cycle. The deactivated pistons operate in a way that is similar to PFD. At the
beginning of the cycle, the inlet valve is open, and the outlet valve is closed. The valves do not
change state through the entirety of the cycle because the desired displacement for the deactivated
pistons is zero. As the piston moves to BTC, the chamber fills entirely with fluid. The fluid returns
to the low pressure line as it is pumped back out of the inlet valve and the piston returns to TDC.
2.2.1.4.

Sequential Flow Limiting

Sequential flow limiting operates similarly to SFD in the sense that a predetermined
number of pistons are active and operate at full displacement in order to achieve the desired
displacement. The sequential flow limiting operating strategy states are shown in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: Sequential flow limiting operating strategy
The operation of the inactive pistons is what separates SFL from SFD. For SFL, the inlet
and outlet valves at the inactive pistons both remain closed for the entire cycle and no fluid enters
or leaves the piston pumping chamber. As the piston completes its stroke, each inactive
displacement chamber creates a vacuum and experiences displacement chamber voiding with
every shaft rotation.
2.2.2. Digital Hydraulic Units
Most units available on the market do not meet Linjama’s requirements for a digital
hydraulic unit. Instead of using only on/off type valves, which is necessary according to Linjama,
these pumps typically use check valves in their place. The following units are still comparable to
digital units because the operating strategies used to improve efficiency are the same or similar to
those used for digital operation and the components operate in fixed states.
2.2.2.1.

Artemis

Artemis Intelligent Power was formed in 1994 in Scotland with the intention of creating a
new line of hydraulic machines using their digital displacement technology. They have developed
pumps used in on-road and off-road vehicles, as well as hydraulic transmissions used for wind
turbines. Artemis has since developed a digital radial piston pump, shown in Figure 2-10, that
varies displacement by digital control of individual pistons (Williamson, 2015).
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Figure 2-10: Artemis radial piston pump (Williamson, 2015)
There are check valves at the inlet and outlet of each piston that can be actuated manually
using an electric solenoid. The valves are only able to be held open electrically when the
differential pressure across the valve is not too high, creating forces too large for the solenoid to
overcome. Because of this, check valves were used in order to open the valve using the increase
in pressure, and the solenoid is only needed for latching the valve in the open position. This pump
uses the Sequential Flow Limiting operating strategy to command overall pump displacement. The
inlet valve on the idled pistons is latched open so that high pressure is never achieved in the
chamber preventing the high pressure check valve from opening. Figure 2-11 displays the
efficiency map of this pump at 100% and 20% displacement. The wide band of the most efficient
region shown in pink demonstrates that the efficiency is above 95% at displacements as low as
20%.
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Figure 2-11: Artemis radial piston pump efficiency map at full and 20% displacement
(Rampen, 2006)
2.2.2.2.

Dynex PV6000 Series

Dynex High Pressure Hydraulics offers a variable displacement wobble plate pump that
utilizes strategies similar to digital hydraulics. The PV 6000 Series, which can be seen in Figure
2-12, that utilizes three ball check valve at each piston. Much like a typical wobble plate pump,
one valve is used for the inlet and another for the outlet. The third check valve is used for a variable
inlet port.

Figure 2-12: Dynex PV 6000 Series Check Ball Pump
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This valve is opened and closed with a hydraulic control signal varying from 0 to 180psi
(Helmus, 2017). When the entire displacement is not desired, the hydraulic control signal will open
the check valve to allow for fluid to exit the pumping chamber. When the piston begins its stroke,
the check valve is forced shut, and the fluid is pressurized and pushed through the outlet check
valve. Varying the control signal will change the amount of fluid that leaves through the variable
inlet port. If the control signal pressure is raised, then it will take longer for the variable inlet port
valve to close resulting in more fluid leaving the chamber and a lower displacement. Since the
valves in this pump are not on/off type valves, this does not meet the qualifications of a digital
hydraulic pump. However, the operating strategy is similar to that of a digital hydraulic pump.
2.2.2.3.

Variable Displacement Linkage Pump

Another example of a variable pump that utilizes digital techniques is the Variable
Displacement Linkage Pump (VDLP) designed together by Vanderbilt University and the
University of Minnesota.

Figure 2-13: VDLP schematic (Wilhelm, 2015)
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This pump is not currently available on the market but is a research project with the intent
to develop more efficient pumping techniques, specifically in the lower displacement range.
Although this pump uses check valves rather than on/off valves, it can be loosely classified as a
digital pump because it uses an operating strategy similar to partial flow diverting. Instead of
pushing excess fluid back through the inlet valve, this excess fluid is pushed into another piston
chamber. Shown in the Figure 2-13, there are two piston chambers that are connected and share a
common inlet and outlet. The inlet and outlet valves of the pumping chamber are check valves. In
order to vary the displacement, the offset between the two piston’s strokes is altered.
This also controls when the check valves are opened by setting when the chamber is able
to pressurize. When both pistons are reaching TDC at the same time, the displacement is at its
maximum. When the pistons are offset, placing one at TDC and the other at BDC, the displacement
is zero. The pistons are phased using a mechanical adjustable linkage mechanism. The mechanical
adjustment link, shown in Figure 2-14, is able to adjust one piston to have the opposite stroke of
the other piston while still maintaining the same TDC point to minimize compressibility losses.

Figure 2-14: Adjustable linkage diagram for the VDLP (Wilhelm, 2015)
A single cylinder prototype was built and tested. The results were aligned with those
expected by an analytical model. The VDLP is expected to have efficiencies greater than 90%
when operating above 10% displacement, excluding losses related to valves (Wilhelm, 2015).
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2.3. Modeling Software Considerations
A variety of modeling software packages were considered for the modeling phase of this
project. The main requirements for the modeling options for this project were that it must be able
to produce accurate results with minimal computing time and allow for easy parameter case
comparisons. Secondary necessities for the modeling software were good post processing
capabilities and pre-defined fluid power templates. MATLAB Simulink and GT-Suite were the
two best options found available for this type of modeling application. GT-Suite was selected
because it fulfilled the requirements stated above.
GT-Suite is a multi-physics simulation software package that was originally designed for
engine and powertrain modeling. It now includes a comprehensive hydraulics package with system
and component level templates. With built in DOE and optimization features, this software
package is very useful for designing with many parameters, without needing to redefine the physics
and equations that are built in.
One of the most useful features of GT-Suite is the ability to generate flow volume
parameters from a CAD file. Instead of manually entering the measurements for a complex flow
volume, the measurements are automatically generated by selecting features within a CAD model.
This feature is very useful for the second objective of this thesis because it is an efficient and
accurate way to generate new flow volumes, which is necessary for the multiple iterations needed
to determine the optimal pump parameters.
The hydraulics templates are another beneficial feature of GT-Suite. For the templates, the
dynamics are already defined leaving only certain variables to be specified for every part. The
templates are available at the component and system level, which allows the level of detail for the
model to be specified for the needs of the application. For example, a template can be used to
represent an entire pump for a system level simulation. If the model is specifically interested in
pump behavior, then templates for each individual parts within a pump can be used. The hydraulic
templates can also interact easily with mechanical templates, which is important for the nature of
this project.
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CHAPTER 3.

MECHANICALLY ACTUATED VALVE PROTOTYPE

An inline mechanical prototype was developed by Helmus (2017) to give a proof of
concept to using mechanically actuated valves (MAV). Prior to this prototype, the poppet valves
at the inlet and outlet were actuated electrically using solenoids. The prototype was tested on an
existing experimental test stand, and the results were compared to the prototype that used electrical
actuation. The mechanical prototype was designed in a way to show the difference between the
two actuation techniques, so the rest of the unit was kept the same. Because of this, the mechanical
actuation mechanism was implemented on the same base unit as the electrically actuated unit. Due
to physical size constraints of the actuation mechanism, the on/ off valves used at the outlet were
replaced with check valves. This limited the MAV to only having the capability to use the partial
flow diverting operating strategy for pumping. The hydraulic schematic for the MAV is shown
below in Figure 3-1.

HP

Figure 3-1: Schematic for the inline MAV prototype
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3.1. Benefits of Mechanical Actuation
The electrically actuated valve (EAV) prototype served as a proof of concept for the
operating strategies and confirmed the benefits to overall pump efficiency by utilizing these
techniques. The EAV also gave evidence of the drawbacks of using solenoids for electrical
actuation. Holland (2012) and Merrill (2012) identify these disadvantages as inconsistent valve
timing, limited actuation speed, limited valve opening area, and the need for electrical power and
a control system to operate.
The on/off valves that were used for these units were Sun Hydraulics poppet valves. For
the EAV, these were Sun Hydraulics DTDA-XCN valves. The MAV utilized a custom modified
version of these valves, shown in Figure 3-2, that were specifically made for external mechanical
actuation. The only difference between the valves is the preferred actuation method, meaning both
valves had identical flow area.

Figure 3-2: Sun hydraulics poppet on/off valve
Inconsistent valve timing was the most significant disadvantage of the electrical actuation
because of the large impact on efficiency. Lack of repeatability of valve timing resulted in
significant losses because the fluid that has already been pressurized returns to low pressure
resulting in wasted energy. Moving to mechanical actuation was a way to avoid these losses.
Valves that are mechanically linked to the input shaft actuate consistently and predictably. Valve
speed and opening area are limited by the solenoids used for operation. The force required to
actuate a poppet valve is a function of the valve opening area. As valve opening area is increased,
the actuation force is increased. Because of this, the required size of a solenoid capable of actuating
valves with the desired amount of opening area are very large and expensive. The actuation force
is miniscule when compared to the torque available from an input shaft, and the shaft speed can
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easily be scaled. For these reasons, a mechanical system used to actuate the valves would not be
limited by speed or force which would eliminate the limitation of valve opening area. The electrical
energy needed to actuate the valves of the EAV would be nearly the same as the energy needed to
actuate the valves mechanically. However, eliminating the need for electrical power requirements
makes the operation and installation of this type of pump much more convenient. This would be
improved even further by removing the sensors, controller, and other electronics needed to control
displacement.
3.2. Mechanical Actuation Mechanism
The actuation mechanism uses a three input, dual planetary gear system to adjust phasing
of half masking cams. The half masking cams are two identical cams that are in a high state for
half of the cam profile and in a low state for the second half of the profile. The two cams can be
phased in reference to one another to continuously change the overall high state from 50% to
100%. One set of half masking cams is used for each piston because of the inline orientation. Each
half masking cam set must be adjusted simultaneously in order to keep the correct output
displacement in each pumping chamber.

Figure 3-3: Half masking cams (Helmus 2017)
The main input of the planetary gear system is the drive input that is chain driven off of the
base unit’s through shaft. This input drives the planetary carriers for both planetary sets. This
geared connection is the same ratio as the reduction from the planetary, which fixes the speed of
each set to the same speed as the pump. The other two inputs are used to control the phasing of the
cam sets through external teeth on the ring gears. Since these are only used for adjusting the phase,
they are only rotating when adjusted. The phasing from these inputs are responsible for controlling
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the percent displacement and the pre-compression chamber pressure. These inputs can be adjusted
by hand using the yellow knobs on top of the pump seen in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: MAV prototype on test stand

3.3. MAV Results
As stated previously, the MAV was only tested using partial flow diverting because
physical size constraints limiting the pump to using check valves at the outlet. The pump was
tested at 300 and 500 rpm with a pressure drop of 34, 69, and 103 bar. Each of these cases were
also tested in increments of 25% displacement to develop an efficiency curve over the entire range
of displacement. The efficiency curve for operating at 300 rpm can be found in Figure 3-5 and
500rpm in Figure 3-6. The efficiency of the base unit CAT pump tested before any modifications
were made is included.
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Figure 3-5: MAV testing results at 300rpm

Figure 3-6: MAV testing results at 500rpm
The efficiency increases with pressure and decreases with speed as expected. The total drop
in efficiency from 100% to 25% displacement for all cases is approximately 30%. The maximum
efficiency reached while testing the MAV prototype was 88%.
The results of the MAV were compared to the EAV results in order to validate the
advantages of moving to mechanical actuation. Efficiency comparisons are included for two
different set of operating conditions in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: Comparison between EAV and MAV for 103bar and 300rpm

Figure 3-8: Comparison between EAV and MAV for 34bar and 300rpm
Both prototypes have comparable efficiency across the entire operating range. The
difference between the results of each prototype occurs at 50% displacement. During operation at
50% displacement, the valves are switching states when the piston speed is the greatest, making
valve timing most critical. The difference here suggests that the MAV sees an improvement in
efficiency due to the increased consistency of valve actuation. Since the same valves were used
for both prototypes, the efficiency was expected to stay relatively the same.
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Mechanical valve actuation was investigated to avoid the disadvantages of electrically
actuated valves, the most significant of these being the inconsistency of valve timing. The
mechanical actuation mechanism used half-masking cams and a three input planetary gear system
to achieve more repeatable control of the valves. The results make it clear that mechanical valve
actuation is a suitable technique that with further exploration and investigation has potential to
improve possible pump efficiency.
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CHAPTER 4.

INLINE SIMULATION VALIDATION

In order to accomplish the first objective of this thesis, a model was created to represent
the existing inline piston pump prototype. The model was created within GT-Suite with the intent
to serve as validation of modeling techniques. Multiple simulations were performed to collect data
that was compared to existing experimental results.
4.1. Inline Piston Model Generation
The inline piston model was created using data that was collected from a CAD model of
the pump as well as measurements taken from the pump prototype itself. The CAD model was
used for flow volume generation while the physical measurements were taken to determine part
parameters. The completed inline piston model can be seen in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: Inline piston model
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4.1.1. Flow Volume Geometry Generation
GT-Spaceclaim was the first tool used for flow volume generation. A CAD model of the
valve block was imported into this program where the internal flow volumes could be selected. By
selecting the inlets and outlets of interest, the negative space within the CAD model was designated
to be the entire flow volume. In Figure 4-2, the original valve block can be seen. Figure 4-3 shows
the negative space selected as the entire flow volume of interest.

Figure 4-2: CAD model imported into GT-Spaceclaim

Figure 4-3: Transparent valve block showing the negative space selected as flow volume
After the entire flow volume was selected, it was imported into GEM 3D to be broken into
individual parts and converted into components. At this point, cuts were made into the flow volume
at any changes of shape in order to represent the entire volume as close as possible. Cuts were also
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made at points where valves would be located within the valve block so that they could be placed
into the model later on. Figure 4-4 shows the extracted flow volumes cut into individual parts
within GEM 3D before being converted into components.

Figure 4-4: Flow volumes in GEM 3D broken into individual parts
GT-Suite uses two main types of flow volume components: pipes and flow splits. Pipes are
cylindrical objects with no more than two ports, one located at each end. All other flow volumes
are categorized as flow splits. Flow splits can vary in geometry as well as number of ports. The
individual parts are converted to these flow volume components within GEM 3D as shown in
Figure 4-5. These components were exported at this point into the GT-ISE modeling environment.

Figure 4-5: Individual flow split parts converted to components
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By using the CAD file to create the flow volumes, boundary data was automatically
generated to estimate the internal surface area. This data is important to determine fluid friction
and thermal losses during simulation. The data can also be entered manually by describing the
geometry of each flow volume. Pipes are defined by listing the diameter at both the inlet and outlet
and the entire pipe length. Flow splits are defined with the characteristic length and the expansion
diameter in reference to each port. The characteristic length is the distance from each port to the
nearest wall. The expansion diameter is the largest diameter on a plane parallel to the port. Also
included in the boundary data are the angles used to give a frame of reference to the location of
the ports to one another. The boundary data generated by this process for a flow split can be seen
in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Boundary data for the outlet expansion chamber of the inline piston model

The first attempt to complete this process did not take into account the volume that the
valves were occupying. This resulted in an inaccurate estimation of the internal surface area as
well as changes in diameter. The process was repeated and this mistake was avoided by cutting
the individual flow volumes to the accurate sizes that needed to be represented.
4.1.2. Parameter Generation
The remainder of the values entered into the GT-ISE templates were found by taking
measurements from the prototype or calculations based on these measurements. Most of these were
physical measurements, with the exception of some taken from the CAD model of the prototype.
This method was used because of the ease of accessibility to reach the measurements. The
measured parameters are listed in Table 4-2. The parameters that have multiple values were varied
for different simulations. For example, the cracking pressure drop for the relief valve was set at
either 34 bar, 69 bar, or 103 bar depending on the simulation.
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Table 4-2: Measured parameters
Template
Parameter

Part

Check Valve

Disk

Check Valve
Assembly

Fluid Piston And
Spring

On/ Off Valve

On/ Off Valve

Valve Stem

Poppet Spring

Relief Valve

Relief Valve

Piston

Piston

Leakage Past

Piston Cylinder
Interface

Piston

Case Drain

Value

Bore Diameter

10.541 mm

Flapper Diameter

15.31 mm

Disk Mass

2.69 g

Upper Gap

4.64 mm

Diameter

15.31 mm

Stiffness

2.37 N/mm

Pre-compression Force

4.5 N

Bore Diameter

10.2 mm

Flapper Diameter

20 mm

Rod Diameter

5.5 mm

Mass

2g

Upper Gap

4 mm

Stiffness

52.54 N/mm

Preload

0N

Flow Rate Gradient

0.759 bar/(L/min)

Cracking Pressure

34, 69, 103 bar

Piston Diameter

20 mm

Rod Diameter

0 mm

Cylinder Diameter

20 mm

Radial Clearance

30 µm

Leakage Length

20 mm

Pressure

13.79 bar

Inlet

Inlet

Pressure

13.79 bar

Outlet

Outlet

Pressure

34, 69, 103 bar

The fluid temperature was measured during testing of the MAV prototype. In order to have
constant temperature during testing, data was not recorded until the fluid temperature stabilized.
The average temperature during testing was 317.3 K, so this value was used for the fluid
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temperature. The wall temperature of the flow volumes was assumed to be the same temperature
of the fluid.
The fluid properties were generated using properties of the Shell Tellus 32 oil used for
testing and an existing template for ISO 32 hydraulic mineral oil within GT-ISE. Values for
viscosity and density were entered into the ‘FitPropDataMinerlOil’ template which generated
coefficients for the GT-ISE equation of state. These coefficients were then entered into a new fluid
template created just for Shell Tellus 32. Remaining values, such as the transport properties that
could not be filled in with Shell Tellus specifications were copied from the ‘HydOilMineralISOvg32’ template. Because given specifications were nearly the same, it was assumed that these
two fluids are similar enough that the copied properties can accurately represent the fluid.
The half masking cam profiles were generated using a Matlab program developed by
Helmus (2017). Because the half masking cams are adjusted in reference to each other, each
displacement setting requires its own profile. Within Figure 4-6, cam profiles are shown for
different displacement settings in reference to the piston stroke. Cam profiles were generated for
25%, 50%, 75% and 100% displacement because these were the displacement settings where the
prototype was tested.

Figure 4-6: Cam profiles for different displacement settings
The cam profiles were generated with a transition angle of 10° and a compression angle of
15° to match the cams used for the prototype pump. The transition angle is the angle that is required
for the cam to transition between the high and low states. The compression angle is the amount of
shaft rotation needed for the remaining high pressure fluid in the dead volume of the chamber to
return to low pressure for the next cycle.
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The piston stroke is defined by a slider-crank mechanism within the inline piston pump.
As measured by Holland (2012), the offset between pistons is approximately 120°. In relation to
the shaft position, the angle offset for each piston is shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3: Piston offset angles
Piston
Offset angle
1

220.8°

2

341.3°

3

110.8°

The piston stroke profile was calculated using basic slider-crank equations. The slidercrank mechanism for the inline piston pump is shown in Figure 4-7. Length A is the radius of the
crank shaft. This length is constant and is equal to half of the stroke, which is 15 mm. Length B is
the length of the connecting rod which is also constant and equal to 90 mm. As the angle of the
crank shaft changes (θ), length C also changes.

Figure 4-7: Slider-crank mechanism diagram
Using the equations derived in Holland 2012 (Equation 1), the instantaneous length of C
was determined. This length was then used to calculate the stroke of the piston. When θ is 0°, the
piston is fully extended and at TDC. At θ = 180°, the piston is fully retracted and at BDC. At this
point the piston stroke is zero, which is why equation 2 could be used to calculate piston stroke.

𝐶 = 𝐴 ∗ cos(𝜃) + √𝐴2 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃) − 𝐴2 + 𝐵 2

(1)

𝑋𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶 + (𝐴 − 𝐵)

(2)
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The piston stroke generated from these equations is shown in Figure 4-8. The stroke for
each piston with the appropriate angle offset is shown across an entire shaft rotation. Within GTISE, each piston is linked to a main driver template which represents an input shaft. This keeps the
rotation of each object aligned to a specific reference point. The stroke profile was entered and an
angle shift equal to the angle offset for was specified for each piston in reference to the main driver.

Figure 4-8: Piston stroke profile for all three pistons

4.2. Simulation Setup
After creating the model, simulation settings were chosen to best represent the
experimental setup. The Explicit Solver was chosen for the time step and solution control setting
for flow control. This solver was used because of the importance of wave dynamics within the
model. Relating the results to a crank angle is critical with mechanical actuation making this the
best solver option. The experimental setup recorded data in 0.2 ms intervals, so the sampling
interval of the simulation was set at an identical rate.
Sensors on the experimental test stand collected data for all of the outputs listed in Table
4-4. The simulation was also set up to collect data from all of these categories. The locations that
the data was collected within the simulation is intended to be the best representation of the location
of the sensors on the physical system. The location where each dataset was recorded is also
included in Table 4-4. The shaft speed data was not recorded during simulation because it was held
constant throughout the entirety each run.
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Table 4-4: Data collection locations
Dataset
Location in Model
Inlet Pressure

Inlet_pipe

Outlet Pressure

Oulet_pipe

Chamber 1 Pressure

Chamber-1

Chamber 2 Pressure

Chamber-2

Chamber 3 Pressure

Chamber-3

Inlet Temperature

Inlet_pipe

Inlet Flow

OrificeConn-8

Outlet Flow

OrificeConn-25

Torque

See Table 4-5

Shaft Speed

Defined in Case Setup

In order to collect the total torque of the system, the torque of each mechanical input
component was summed. This included the torque required for the slider-crank mechanism for
each piston as well as the cam actuation torque for each on/off valve. The objects included in the
total torque can be seen in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5: Torque data locations
Piston_1_Crank
Piston_2_Crank
Torque data

Piston_3_Crank

locations

Valve_Cam-1
Valve_Cam-2
Valve_Cam-3

The simulation duration was set to 1000 ms which confirmed that a minimum of at least 5
shaft rotations were included in each data set regardless of operating conditions to assure the data
was representative. The first 100 ms of data was also ignored during analysis to allow all
measurements to reach a steady state.
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4.3. Inline Piston Simulation Results
Simulation of the inline piston model provided accurate and representable data when
compared to the MAV prototype. The efficiency of the simulation data was calculated in the same
manner that it was calculated for the experimental data. The hydro-mechanical and volumetric
efficiencies were calculated using Equations 3 and 4 respectively. The total efficiency was
calculated using Equation 5.

𝜂ℎ𝑚 =

𝑇𝑡ℎ

=

𝑇

𝜂𝑣 =

𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝜂𝑡 =

∆𝑃∗𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑄𝑡ℎ

∆𝑃∗𝑄𝑡ℎ
𝑇∗𝑁
𝑄

= 𝑁∗𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
∗%𝑑

𝑇∗𝑁

𝑑

(3)
(4)
(5)

The efficiency of each set of experimental data is compared to simulation results in Figure
4-9. Each graph displays the total efficiency at different displacement percentages for a set
rotational speed and pressure. The coefficient of determination (R^2) is given on each plot. It does
not fall below 0.85, showing that the variation between the model and tested prototype is minimal.
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Figure 4-9: Inline simulation comparison graphs
The inline piston model was created because experimental data was available to validate
the modeling techniques. Simulations were ran under the same conditions that the prototype was
tested on the experimental test stand. The simulation results matched the experimental data,
which indicates the methods used to create this model are suitable for predicting pump behavior.
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CHAPTER 5.

RADIAL PUMP DESIGN

Moving forward from the inline piston prototype that gave a proof of concept of the
operating strategies and mechanical actuation, the successive pump needed to be able to show the
maximum efficiency capable of a pump utilizing this technology. Different types of pumps and
orientations were considered before deciding to move forward with an internal piston support
radial piston design. Multiple donor pumps were considered for the project to implement this
technology onto a working pump. This would have been a beneficial approach to avoid redesigning
the entire pump. After looking at all of the radial piston pumps available on the market, it was
determined that none of the units available on the market would fit the needs to be a donor pump.
Instead, the best features of each were compiled to create a new prototype unit.
5.1. Radial Orientation Benefits
The next generation pump needed to be able to meet several requirements based off of the
previous design’s weaknesses. The mechanical actuation mechanism needed to be simplified
including a reduction in the number of gearing components. The power density of the pump also
needed to increase. The inline pump was physically much larger than pumps of similar
displacement, although it could be modified to pump corrosive fluids. The next generation pump
also needed to have the capability of including on/off valves at the outlet to allow for four quadrant
operation. Four quadrant operation is the ability of the unit to act as a pump or a motor in both the
clockwise and counter-clockwise directions seen in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Four quadrant operation diagram
These requirements can be met by using an internal radial piston pump. The actuation
mechanism can be greatly simplified with this piston arrangement. A single cam set can be located
in the center to actuate the valves at each piston, instead of a cam set for each piston like in the
inline pump. This also eliminates most of the gearing associated with the inline prototype which
results in less friction, better efficiency, and a smaller size and weight. Because of these changes,
the power density is greatly increased. The size of the pump can be decreased, while even including
more pistons to have a higher displacement output with this reduced size. The internal piston
support makes the pistons face outward, meaning the valves can be placed on the outer edge of the
pump. This is beneficial because there is enough space for the valves, and they are easily
accessible. The radial piston orientation will also allow for cams larger in diameter to actuate the
valves. With larger cams, the pressure angle is reduced while maintaining the same transition
length resulting in a smaller side loading on the follower.
5.2. Donor Pump Options
All types of radial piston pumps were investigated for consideration of being a donor pump
for this project. It quickly became evident that there were certain qualities common in many radial
piston pumps that rendered them unusable for a donor pump. It is common for the case of the pump
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to be the low pressure source to each piston. This eliminates the possibility of using this unit for
four quadrant operation. The inside of the case is not designed for high pressure and would fail if
operated in the two of the four quadrants. Another disadvantage seen in many pumps was the
location of the valves. The check valves are located internally on many pumps and would not be
accessible to be replaced with on/off valves.
The units that seemed likely to be possible donors had similarities as well. The pumps that
were designed in a modular way were more likely to meet the requirements. The modular nature
would allow the valve block for each piston to be removed and replaced with a customized block
containing on/off valves. If the piston and valve assemblies were separate, the customization
needed would be even simpler. The best donor unit options found were the Parker Calzoni, the
Fluitronics Wimmer, and the Hydrowatt radial piston pump.
The Parker Calzoni, shown in Figure 5-2, is actually a hydraulic motor capable of operating
in clockwise and counter clockwise directions. This unit operates with a single port leading to each
piston. Flow direction is controlled by a rotary valve (5) on the back of the unit. In order to use
this unit as a donor, the rotary valve assembly would need to be completely removed and the
internal porting would not be used. The valve block head (3) at each piston would also need to be
remade for the new valves. The valve actuation would require a rocker arm mechanism to reach
the valves, because the cam would not be able to sit directly beneath the valves. The inlet and
outlet of the pump are labeled as A and B in the diagram and are interchangeable depending on
rotating direction.

Figure 5-2: Parker Calzoni motor (Parker Hannifin)
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The Fluitronics Wimmer pump is an incredibly modular unit with the entire piston and
valve assemblies attached as one removable unit shown in Figure 5-3. The new valves and even
porting for a modified unit could be easily incorporated, however, the cam assembly could not be
easily integrated. The long housing of the drive shaft forces the cam assembly to be far enough
away from the valve block that additional mechanical linkage would be necessary to actuate the
valves.

Figure 5-3: Fluitronics Wimmer pump (Fluitronics)
The Hydrowatt, shown in Figure 5-4, is another modular radial piston pump. The piston
assembly is separate from the valve block which would benefit the ease of modification. Check
valves are used for the inlet and outlet of this pump and are located in a valve block located at each
cylinder head. This pump has options for a through shaft design which would be beneficial for
including on/off valves at the inlet and outlet for four quadrant operation. The valve location would
be close enough to the drive shaft to allow for easy actuation of the valves without any extra
mechanical linkage. The biggest disadvantage of this unit is that they are typically used for large
industrial applications. The smallest unit weights 160kg, and the range of displacement is much
larger than the inline pump prototype.
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Figure 5-4: Hydrowatt radial piston pump (Hydrowatt)

5.3. Radial Pump Creation/Design
After investigating all radial piston pumps that are currently available on the market, none
were deemed suitable as a donor pump that could be easily modified for the needs of this project.
Because of this, it was decided to create a new pump concept that incorporates the best features
found in all of the available pumps. Although there is not a pump currently available on the market
that has all of the features needed, all of the features exist within different units. The technology
that has been proven in several pumps was pieced together to create the optimal design concept.
This demonstrates the potential for this type of pump because it can be built with what is already
available on the market.
5.3.1. Design Iterations
Starting with ideas inspired from the commercially available pumps considered, several
iterations were made before reaching the final concept design. These concepts are not meant to be
final designs ready for production, but instead a prototype solution that serves the purpose of
validating the possibility of this type of hydraulic pump. They were also useful for developing a
realistic model for a radial piston unit which is shown in Chapter 6.
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5.3.1.1.

Modular Radial Pump Concept

The first concept, shown in Figure 5-5, initially took the shape of a pump very similar to
the Hydrowatt except smaller in size. The valve actuation mechanism and on/off valves are on the
exterior of the main case and would need to be enclosed within their own compartment. In this
design, the inlet valves are directly actuated by a set of masking cams. The outlet valves are check
valves, just like the inline piston unit.

Figure 5-5: Initial radial pump concept sketch
The next iteration included all moving parts within the same case. This would make the
pump easier to seal, lubricate, and even assemble. Shown in Figure 5-6, this modular radial pump
concept encases all rotating parts within the same case and has a valve block mounted at each
cylinder head. The valve block contains the inlet and outlet valve as well as the pumping chamber
for a single piston.

Figure 5-6: Modular radial pump concept
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The cam assembly, visible in Figure 5-7, is driven off of the main drive shaft that is also
responsible for actuating the pistons. The cam assembly utilizes two planetary gear sets with the
same ratio to allow for cam phasing to be possible. The handle visible from the outside of the
pump is attached to a shaft connected to a small spur gear. When turned, the phasing of the half
masking cams will be altered, changing the displacement. The pump inner workings will be
explained in more detail in a later section.

Figure 5-7: Modular radial concept cam assembly view
The main drive shaft shown centered in Figure 5-8 has an eccentric lobe that determines
the piston stroke. A polygon shaped part with the number of sides determined by number of pistons
rides over the eccentric lobe. This allows for a simplified flat piston slipper instead of a curved
slipper needed to ride over the cam lobe. The lubricating fluid would be the same as the working
fluid for this design. Any fluid that leaks past the pistons can leak directly into the case and
eventually back to the low pressure source. For this concept, there is no internal porting connecting
each pumping chamber. The inlet and outlet for each piston would need to be connected with hoses
and combined for a single inlet and outlet.
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Figure 5-8: Modular radial concept eccentric shaft and piston view

5.3.1.2.

Round Case Radial Pump Concept

The next variation incorporates internal porting connecting each pumping chamber by
extending the case to what would have been the edge of the valve block of the last iteration. This
round case radial pump concept, shown in Figure 5-9, operates in the same method as the modular
concept. This concept additionally reduced the dead volume which, presumably improved
volumetric efficiency. The round case concept is the more ideal option for a typical hydraulic
pump. Replacing the hoses to connect each chamber with internal porting will minimize the chance
of leakage and also reduce the amount of servicing that would be necessary in the long term life
of the pump.

Figure 5-9: Round case radial piston concept
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The pump case can be cast to include the two internal porting rings that link the chambers
together so complex machining is not required. In Figure 5-10, the low pressure ring can be seen
connecting each inlet valve to a common inlet port for the entire pump in a cross section view of
the pump.

Figure 5-10: Round case radial pump concept low pressure ring

Figure 5-11: Round case radial pump section view
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As seen in this cross section view in Figure 5-11, the simple design of this concept allows
for fewer total parts and moving parts in comparison to the MAV prototype. This design concept
is used later for the simulation of a five piston radial pump that uses check valves at the outlet.
5.3.1.3.

Four Quadrant Radial Unit Concept

An additional design concept (Figure 5-12) was developed that was capable of acting as a
four quadrant unit. The check valves used at the outlet of each displacement chamber were replaced
with on/off valves to allow for flow in both directions. This requires another cam mechanism for
actuation of these valves and the gearing necessary to provide control for the cam phasing.

Figure 5-12: Four quadrant radial unit concept
This unit needs two separate control mechanisms in order to control the inlet and outlet
valves independent of each other. The two hoses shown exiting the top of the unit are the main
inlet and outlet which connects to the individual chamber inlets and outlets by a circular porting
passage similar to the round case concept. As seen in Figure 5-13, the inner workings of this
concept are symmetrical. Since each port must be able to act as the high or low pressure port, the
valves and porting are identical. The actuation and control mechanisms are identical as well.
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Figure 5-13: Cross section view of the four quadrant unit
For this unit, the control handles were moved to the side of the pump to make it easier to
stack units and couple to a power source. There is ample space to attach a servo motor or other
device to the control shafts if desired to control displacement. Figure 5-14 shows an example of
how the units could be coupled to a Kohler KD4772 diesel engine. This could be a likely setup in
a hydraulic system utilizing displacement control. Within these systems, there is a pump specific
to each actuator, which makes stacking pumps a necessity.

Figure 5-14: Three stacked four quadrant radial units driven by the same power source
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5.3.2. Drive and Actuation Mechanism
The following section will explain in detail the mechanical components and operational
process that is used within these design concepts. All of the mechanical power used to move the
pistons and actuate valves is transmitted through the main shaft. This shaft is meant to be driven
by the power source and can be driven by either side in both directions on the four quadrant unit.
The main shaft design was influenced by the Bosch CP3 radial piston pump used for diesel
injection applications. This shaft, seen in Figure 5-15, rests in a bearing on both ends of the shaft.
The offset lobe in the center of the shaft is what is responsible for movement of the pistons. The
distance between the center point of the lobe and the center point of the shaft is equal to half of the
piston stroke. On both sides of the lobe are the mounting locations for the valve actuation
mechanism. The shaft has a keyway on both of these sections in order to transfer power to the half
masking cams.

Figure 5-15: Main drive shaft
The valve actuation and control mechanism consists of two planetary gear sets, two half
masking cams, and the control shaft and gear (Figure 5-16). The first planetary set is connected to
the main shaft through a keyed connection to the sun gear. The three planet gears of the first set
are driven by the sun gear and are all connected by the planetary carrier. The ring gear of the first
set has teeth on the interior and exterior of the ring. The ring is held fixed by the control worm
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gear that meshes with the exterior teeth of the ring gear. If the control gear is turned, the planetary
carrier position is altered by the position of the control gear. The control gear is not meant to
change the output speed, but instead the phasing of the two half masking cams. Because of this,
the ring gear is never continuously turned and can be viewed as fixed. The planetary carrier of the
first gear set is shared with the three planets of the second gear set. The ring gear of the second set
has only interior teeth that mesh with the planets. This ring gear is held fixed with braces that are
bolted to the case. The last geared connection takes place between the planets of the second gear
set with the corresponding sun gear. The sun gear has a flange that is bolted to the first half masking
cam. The second half masking cam is attached to the shaft adjacent to the first by a keyed
connection. The four quadrant concept has two identical mechanisms for each on/off valve.

Figure 5-16: Cross section of the drive and actuation mechanisms
Gear ratios for a planetary gear set can be determined using Equation 6. The gearing speed
calculations below were done to verify the speed of both cams is the same during normal operation.
𝑛𝑠 𝑁𝑠 = (𝑛𝑠 + 𝑛𝑟 )𝑁𝑝𝑐 − 𝑛𝑟 𝑁𝑟

(6)
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The sun gears have 39 teeth (ns), and the ring gears have 80 teeth (nr). Knowing that the
speed of the ring gears (Nr) is zero, the speed ratio between the main shaft (Ns) and the planetary
carrier (Npc) can be calculated as 0.327. Since the planetary carrier is shared between the two sets,
the speed of the planets is the same, and the ratio between the planetary carrier and the second sun
gear is 3.058, which is the inverse of the first reduction. This brings the speed of the adjustable
masking cam back to the speed of the main shaft and the masking cam that is fixed to it.
The on/off valves are arranged radially facing outwards around the half masking cams. The
valves for each pumping chamber are parallel to the corresponding piston. This can be seen in
Figure 5-17, where the pump case is hidden. The valve stem is the cam follower that opens the
valve when it is compressed by the high state of the cam set profile. A spring that is within the
valve returns it to the closed position when the cam set is in the low state.

Figure 5-17: Four quadrant concept with case hidden
Also visible in Figure 5-17 are the control shafts and handles that are used to turn the outer
ring gears to vary displacement. These shafts run parallel to one another and can be turned
completely independent of one another.
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The displacement chamber is also symmetrical on either side of the piston. The valves are
located close to the piston in order to reduce dead volume. Figure 5-18 describes the different parts
of the displacement chamber for a specific scenario. Since this unit could be used for four quadrant
operation, it is likely that the inlet and outlet, as well as the high and low pressure side, will be
swapped. In a production environment, it is likely that these passages would be drilled out and
plugged. With the rise in additive manufacturing technology, it is possible that the entire case could
be manufactured without the need for additional machining.

Figure 5-18: Four quadrant unit displacement chamber
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CHAPTER 6.

RADIAL PUMP SIMULATION

In order to accomplish the third and last objective of this thesis, a model was created for a
radial piston pump prototype. The model was created using the same modeling techniques that
were validated with the inline piston model. To ensure accuracy of this model, all assumptions
made within the inline piston model were kept the same. For initial results, the measurements of
all components within the pump were kept the same. The new model was then used to perform
multiple simulations to predict pump performance in different operating conditions with changes
in part parameters.
6.1. Radial Five Piston Check Valve Model
As an intermediate step to the final model, a radial model was created that utilized the same
check valves that were used in the inline piston model. This model was used to make sure pump
behavior was as expected before implementing on/off valves at the outlet of each displacement
chamber. The initial radial model uses the geometry of the round case radial pump concept
developed in Chapter 5.
6.1.1. Model Generation
The major differences between the models are from the flow volume geometry, the dead
volume, and the number of pistons. Although the inline prototype pump was only a three piston
unit, the radial model was increased to 5 pistons. The number of pistons was changed to increase
the displacement, and in turn, improve the power density of the unit. The unit would be
approximately the same size with either 3 or 5 pistons, so increasing the displacement without a
large increase in size would greatly increase the power density of the unit. The increase in pistons
also decreased potential flow and torque pulsations. The schematic for this model is shown in
Figure 6-1. This schematic shows the piston and valve location operating in PFD for 50%
displacement.
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Figure 6-1: Schematic for the Radial 5 Piston Check Valve model. Piston and valve
locations for pump operating in the partial flow diverting strategy for 50% displacement
The flow volume geometry was generated using the same procedure outlined for the inline
piston model and is shown in Figure 6-2. The radial five piston check valve model can be found
in Figure 6-3. When comparing this to the inline piston model, the biggest visual difference is the
flow volume components.

Figure 6-2: Flow volume of radial 5 piston check valve model

.

Figure 6-3: Radial 5 Piston Check Valve Model
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New half masking cam profiles were generated for this model with the sole purpose of
having more data points for displacement percentage. The increase in data points helps to better
represent where the efficiency drop is most significant over the entire displacement range. The half
masking cam profiles were generated in the same way that they were for the inline piston model.
The only difference is that the displacement percentage parameter was changed for the profiles.
6.1.2. Simulation Setup
The radial check valve model also used the same solvers as the inline model in order to
keep consistent results. Simulations were run using a range of pressure and speed settings to ensure
the model was behaving as expected. The pressure and speed settings chosen were based off of
common operating settings used in other radial piston pumps. The donor pump options
investigated for this research were taken into consideration when choosing the operating settings.
The displacement percentage parameter bandwidth was increased for this simulation compared to
the inline model. This was increased to give more data points to show the effective decrease in
efficiency across operating displacement. Parameters used for simulation are shown in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Simulation parameter settings
Setting
Range
Increments
Pressure
Speed
Displacement

100-500 bar

100 bar

200-1000 rpm

200 rpm

0-100 %

10%

Only the data required for calculating pump efficiency was collected in each simulation
run. Locations within the model from which data was collected are listed in Table 6-2 and Table
6-3.
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Table 6-2: Radial model data collection locations
Dataset
Location in Model
Inlet Pressure
Outlet Pressure

LP_Inlet
HP_Outlet

Inlet Flow

OrificeConn-8

Outlet Flow

OrificeConn-25

Torque

See Table 6-3

Table 6-3: Radial torque data collection locations
Piston_1_Crank
Piston_2_Crank
Piston_3_Crank
Piston_4_Crank
Torque data

Piston_5_Crank

locations

Valve_Cam-1
Valve_Cam-2
Valve_Cam-3
Valve_Cam-4
Valve_Cam-5

6.1.3. Radial Five Piston Check Valve Results
The results of the simulation displayed expected behavior of the radial check valve model.
The piston chamber pressures, displayed in Figure 6-4, show the normal response for check valves
opening to allow flow when a certain pressure is reached. The overlap of each piston confirms that
they are properly offset.
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Figure 6-4: Pressure of each pumping chamber at 100% displacement, 600 rpm, and 300
bar
The pressure at the pump outlet stays close to the desired output pressure, which in this
case is 310 bar as shown in Figure 6-5. The oscillations are caused by the individual displacement
at each piston chamber. The pump speed in Figure 6-5 is 600 rpm, which is equal to a single shaft
rotation in 0.1 seconds. In one shaft rotation, each piston displaces once explaining why there are
five peaks in pressure every 0.1 seconds.

Figure 6-5: Outlet pressure operating at 10% displacement, 600 rpm, and 300 bar
The outlet flow also has the same oscillation pattern for this reason. The pump inlet and
outlet flow are both shown operating at 10% displacement in Figure 6-6. The inlet flow becomes
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negative throughout a portion of the cycle because of the PFD operating strategy pushing excess
fluid back through the inlet valve.

Figure 6-6: Inlet and outlet flow for 10% displacement, 600 rpm, and 300 bar
The total input torque is plotted in Figure 6-7. This is a combination of the torque required
to actuate all of the inlet valves, as well as actuate the pistons. This total torque represents all of
the mechanical energy that is required to operate the pump. The spikes in torque are where the
valves are actuated. The negative spikes come from the spring returning the valve to the open
position as the cam profile switches to the low state.

Figure 6-7: Total required torque to operate pump at 10% displacement, 600 rpm and
300 bar
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The efficiency of the pump behaved as expected across the range of operating conditions.
An additional simulation run at 69 bar and 500 rpm was run to compare the overall efficiency to
the inline piston model. Shown in Figure 6-8, when operated in the same conditions the volumetric
efficiency was nearly the same, and the mechanical efficiency was slightly higher. Since the
pressure and speed in both simulations were the same, the difference in mechanical efficiency can
be attributed to a difference in torque required to operate the pump. The radial flow volume used
could explain why the mechanical efficiency increased because there are less sharp bends and
diameter changes than in the inline flow volumes which can reduce viscous friction on the fluid.

Figure 6-8: Comparison between mechanical efficiency (left) and volumetric efficiency
(right) for the inline and radial check valve simulations
Shown in Figure 6-9, the overall efficiency of the pump generally increased as the pressure
differential increased. The total efficiency decreased as pump speed decreased as observed in
Figure 6-10. This behavior was also observed for the inline piston pump. At 1000 rpm, the
efficiency curve became less stable and began to stray from the trend. It is possible that this
phenomenon was caused by the numerical solver experiencing difficulties at higher speeds. It is
also possible that the pump chamber experienced incomplete filling. When the pump speed is high,
the chamber has less time to refill. This can result in gas inside of the displacement chamber when
the inlet valve is closed which would cause a drop in efficiency. Incomplete filling indicates that
the pump speed operating range has been surpassed. In order to operate at this speed, the low
pressure supply source needs to be redesigned to allow for a higher flow rate.
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Figure 6-9: Comparison of total efficiency for different pressures at 1000 rpm

Figure 6-10: Comparison of total efficiency for different speeds at 200 bar
Data was collected for all of the operating parameter cases. The efficiency results for all
cases can be found in Appendix A.
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6.2. Radial Five Piston On/Off Valve Model
After determining that the radial five piston check valve model was operating as expected, the
model was updated to use on/off valves for the outlet valve at each chamber. Replacing these
valves in the model was important to show the potential of this technology to work as a fourquadrant unit. The four quadrant pump concept developed in Chapter 5 was used to generate the
flow volumes within this model. After creating this model and validating that it was operating as
expected, several optimization simulations were run to determine the maximum possible
efficiency.
6.2.1. Model Generation
The differences between the radial check valve model and the radial four quadrant model
are the outlet valves and flow volume geometry. The remaining parameters were kept the same for
the initial simulations and were not changed until the optimization section. The schematic for this
model is shown in Figure 6-11, with the piston and valve locations set as if operating in PFD for
50% displacement.

Figure 6-11: Schematic for the Radial 5 Piston Four Quadrant model. Piston and valve
locations for pump operating in the partial flow diverting strategy for 50% displacement
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The radial four quadrant model is shown in Figure 6-12. The visual differences between
this model and the radial check valve model are at the outlet valves and the displacement chamber
flow volumes. The outlet valves now look identical to the inlet valves with the only difference
being the cam profile. The flow volume components at the displacement chamber are different,
because the four quadrant concept requires different internal chamber structure to house the on/off
valves.

Figure 6-12: Radial Four Quadrant Model
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The half masking cam profiles for the outlet were created for the outlet valve. These cam
profiles were generated manually because the MATLAB program used previously was only able
to generate the cam profiles for inlet valves operating in PFD. The relationship between the inlet
profiles and the outlet profiles is shown in Equation 7, before shifting the profile for the
compression angle.
𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −1(𝐿𝑖𝑛 − 4)

(7)

Equation 7 essentially sets the outlet profile as the inverse of the inlet. The profile is then
shifted 15º for the compression angle. For the outlet valve, this allows the fluid inside of the
chamber to pressurize before the outlet valve is opened. This angle was chosen because 15º
compression angle was used for the inlet valve profiles in the previous models. For the inlet valves,
the compression angle allows the fluid left inside of the dead volume of the chamber to depressurize before opening the inlet valve. Figure 6-13 shows the cam profiles for the inlet and
outlet valves and the piston stroke at 100% displacement.

Figure 6-13: Half masking cam profiles for both valves at 100% displacement

6.2.2. Radial Five Piston Four Quadrant Model Results
The results of the simulation exhibited behavior that was expected with the four quadrant
on/off valve model. The piston chamber pressures, displayed in Figure 6-14, show that after
replacing the check valves with on/off valves, the valve timing is still correct. Since there is no
overlap between the open states of the inlet and outlet valves, there is not much oscillation in
pressure.
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Figure 6-14: Chamber pressures at 100% displacement, 600 rpm, and 500 bar
The outlet pressure also saw a reduction in oscillations compared to that when using check
valves. The outlet pressure is displayed in Figure 6-15.

Figure 6-15: Outlet pressure at 50% displacement, 600 rpm, and 300 bar
The inlet and outlet flow are shown in Figure 6-16. The outlet flow has more noise with
the on/off valves. This is likely because the chamber pressure is slightly lower than the outlet
pressure when the outlet valve is opened. This could be avoided by adjusting the compression
angle of the cam profile to ensure the chamber pressure is higher than that of the outlet. This was
further investigated in the optimization section.
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Figure 6-16: Inlet and outlet flow for 50% displacement, 600 rpm, and 300 bar
The total torque required, shown in Figure 6-17, increased with the on/off valve model.
This is because the opening area of the on/off valve is smaller than on the check valve, so additional
force is needed to actuate the valve. The large spikes in torque are caused by the outlet valve
actuation. Since the outlet valves must be actuated with pressurized fluid acting on them, the torque
required is much larger than for the inlet valves.

Figure 6-17: Total required torque at 50% displacement, 600 rpm and 300 bar
The overall efficiency results for varying pressure at 600 rpm are shown in Figure 6-18 and
varying speed at 300 bar in Figure 6-19. The efficiency tends to decrease as speed increases and
tends to increase as pressure increases. The remaining efficiency results are included in Appendix
A.
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Figure 6-18: Comparison of total efficiency for different pressures at 600 rpm

Figure 6-19: Comparison of total efficiency for different speeds at 300 bar
Results behaved inconsistently at 1000 rpm, just as observed in the check valve model.
Because of this, additional runs were completed at 1200 rpm to determine if the fluctuation in
efficiency was due to incomplete filling or issues with the numerical solver. As seen in Figure
6-20, the overall efficiency results at 1200 rpm no longer fluctuate suggesting that the errors at
1000 rpm are produced by the solver. If incomplete filling was the source of error, then the
efficiency would be effected more by a higher speed.
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Figure 6-20: Overall efficiency at 1200 rpm
6.2.3. Parameter Optimization
After the radial five piston model was simulated with the stock parameters and was
determined to be giving logical results, the model parameters were changed to determine the
maximum possible efficiency for the four quadrant design concept. Simulations were completed
with variations in parameters for the valves, pistons, half masking cam profiles, and flow volumes
to find the parameters which give the most efficient results.
6.2.3.1.

Optimization Simulations

These simulation runs were performed at 200 rpm and 300 bar. These were the operating
conditions that produced the highest and most consistent efficiency across the entire operating
range of displacement. The parameters that were investigated for this optimization are shown in
Table 6-4 with the ranges that were simulated.
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Table 6-4: Optimization parameter list
Parameter
Range
Valve bore diameter

9-19 mm

Cam transition angle

4-14º

Cam compression angle

7-17º

Piston diameter

16-30 mm

Dead volume

30-44 cm3

The valve bore diameter was varied to show a change in valve opening area. The on/off
valves used for the inline piston prototype were chosen because they were small enough to be
actuated electrically by a solenoid. The use of mechanically actuated valves allows for valves with
larger opening areas that require more actuation force. Larger valve opening area can decrease the
losses associated with the valves to raise mechanical and overall efficiency. The valve bore
diameter was varied between 9 and 19 mm. As the valve diameter increased, the overall pump
efficiency also increased, as expected. The efficiency results with the variation in valve bore
diameter is shown in Figure 6-21.

Figure 6-21: Total Efficiency with changes in valve bore diameter
The cam transition angle and compression angle are both variables that change the halfmasking cam profile. The transition angle effects the pressure angle for the cam, which is the angle
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that the cam follower makes contact with the cam. The larger this angle, the larger the side loading
and friction associated with changing states. Norton (2009) recommends that a pressure angle of
30º to not be exceeded for high speed applications. Changes in the transition angle will ultimately
affect the mechanical and overall efficiency by altering the required torque. The transition angle
also must take the cam diameter into consideration because the arc length of the transition varies
based upon cam diameter. The radial piston orientation allows for this change to be made because
the cam diameter can be increased without having a large effect on the overall pump size. The
compression angle affects the efficiency because fluid can be over-pressurized if the outlet valve
is opened too late, and energy from de-pressurization of the dead volume will not be reclaimed if
the inlet valve opens too early.
The transition angle of the cam profile was varied from 4 to 14 degrees and the efficiency
results can be seen in Figure 6-22. The transition angle did not have a significant impact on overall
efficiency.

Figure 6-22: Total Efficiency with changes in transition angle
The compression angle was varied from 7 to 17 degrees and the resulting total efficiency can
be seen in Figure 6-23. The compression angle impacts the efficiency across the entire range of
displacement and especially in the low displacement range. This shows the importance of sizing
the cam profile to match the normal operating pressure for a pump. This also means that a pump
with a non-ideal compression angle for the operating pressure will experience a drop in efficiency.
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Figure 6-23: Total efficiency with changes in compression angle
The piston diameter volume was included in this optimization to observe the effects of the
piston stroke and diameter relationship on efficiency. The volume of the chamber was kept
constant so that the volumetric displacement was not changed. Instead, as the piston diameter was
altered, the stroke was changed to maintain a constant volume. Figure 6-24 shows the relationship
between the piston diameter and the corresponding piston stroke that maintains a constant
volumetric displacement. It was observed that the piston stroke to diameter ratio had a large effect
on efficiency as seen in
Figure 6-25.

Figure 6-24: Piston Stroke with variations in piston diameter
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Figure 6-25: Total efficiency with changes in piston diameter
The maximum efficiency was seen where the piston diameter was 20mm. The efficiency
declined as diameter increased and decreased from this point. The piston diameter was initially 20
mm with a corresponding stroke of 30 mm in the model as those were the dimensions of the piston
in the MAV prototype.
The last parameter that was included in the optimization is the chamber dead volume. This
was simulated to see how much the efficiency changes with slight modifications to the
displacement chamber. Although it is understood that an increase in dead volume will decrease
efficiency, this was deemed necessary to show the change in overall efficiency if the packaging of
the pump was slightly altered. Because the valves must be in line with the half masking cams,
changing the size of many components could result in a change in dead volume. The dead volume
was varied from 30 to 44 cm3, and as expected the efficiency dropped as dead volume increased.
The most significant changes in efficiency were observed in the lower displacement range as seen
in Figure 6-26.
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Figure 6-26: Total efficiency with changes in dead volume

6.2.3.2.

Optimization Maximum Efficiency

After performing simulations with variations to parameters, relationships were determined
between these parameters with overall efficiency. These relationships showed the parameters that
produced the most efficient results possible for this pump. A simulation was run with these optimal
parameters to show the maximum pump efficiency across the entire operating range of
displacement which can be seen in Figure 6-27.

Figure 6-27: Total efficiency with optimal parameters
These results show that the maximum overall efficiency for this unit is 92.76%. The
efficiency stays above 82% to as low as 30% displacement.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSION

The Mechanically Actuated Valve prototype pump was modeled using GT-Suite and this
model was simulated under the same conditions that the prototype unit was previously tested. The
simulation and experimental testing results were compared to validate the model’s accuracy and
the accuracy of the modeling techniques used. The same modeling principles were applied to create
a radial piston pump model. This model was used to represent the next generation mechanically
actuated valve pump prototype. Two radial piston design concepts were created to show how this
type of pump would operate using either check valves or on/off valves at the outlet of the pumping
chamber. The radial piston pump model was used to simulate both of these design concepts.
Additionally simulations were done with variations in parameters to determine the maximum
possible efficiency for this pump design. A radial piston pump using the optimal parameters was
observed to have a maximum efficiency of 92.76%. The efficiency remained above 82% from 30
to 100% displacement, which is only a 10% drop compared to the maximum efficiency. This
indicates the ability for the design concept to maintain high efficiency across a large range of
displacement. The maximum possible efficiency of this pump is compared to that of a typical
variable displacement axial piston pump in Figure 7-1. The efficiency of the typical axial piston
pump in this comparison can be found in Wilhelm (2015).

Figure 7-1: Efficiency comparison to typical axial piston pump
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If this pump replaced a typical axial piston pump that was operating under a duty cycle
where half of the operation was at 30% displacement and other half was at 100% displacement,
then there would be a potential to reduce energy consumption by 8%. A reduction in energy
consumption would correlate to lower energy costs as well as reduce CO2 emissions.
Further research on this project is necessary to prove this unit has a viable design that can
be useful as a commercially available unit. Additional investigation into the simulation results may
be necessary to better understand certain trends within the data. The pump efficiency results are
promising, but a prototype needs to be built to confirm or improve the accuracy of the model.
Before taking this step, additional work needs to be done to understand the motoring capabilities
of this unit. The successful testing shown in Holland (2012) confirmed that the operating strategies
within this document are capable of efficient operation as a motor. In order to confirm this radial
concept can be useful as a four-quadrant unit, it needs to be modeled as a motor, and undergo
similar simulation scenarios completed for pumping.
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APPENDIX A. RADIAL PISTON MODEL EFFICIENCY DATA

This Appendix includes the total efficiency results for all simulation runs using variations
of the radial piston model.

Radial Five Piston Check Valve Simulation Results
In this section the efficiency results are included for the radial five piston check valve
model. The results for each operating pressure and displacement are included in a table for each
operating speed.
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Radial Five Piston Four Quadrant Simulation Results
In this section the efficiency results are included for the radial five piston four quadrant
model. The results for each operating pressure and displacement are included in a table for each
operating speed.
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Radial Five Piston Four Quadrant Optimization Results
In this section the efficiency results are included for the optimization runs completed using
the radial five piston four quadrant model. The results for the variations to each specified parameter
in each displacement percentage are included in each table that is labeled with the parameter
varied.
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